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Zuriñe Sanz-Villar 

An Analysis of Basque Collocations Formed 
by Onomatopoeia and Verbs in a 
Translational Corpus of Literary Texts  

Abstract: Collections of Basque proverbs and idioms have been compiled since 

the 16th century, but it was not until recently that interest in the study of phrase-

ological units (PU) has arisen among researchers from different fields. This paper 

intends to analyze the use of a special type of phraseological unit – collocations 

formed by onomatopoeia and verbs – from a translational perspective in the lan-

guage combination of German-Spanish-Basque. For that purpose, some introduc-

tory remarks will first be given regarding the realities of the Basque language and 

research on Basque phraseology. Then, the object of study will be presented, and 

the importance of Basque onomatopoeia will be highlighted. Since this is a cor-

pus-based study, details on the compilation of the digitized, parallel, and multi-

lingual corpus will be outlined, and it will be shown how these types of colloca-

tions were extracted from such a corpus in a semi-automatic way. In the 

translation analysis, it will be shown how one translation option stands out and 

how different factors (indirectness, for instance) influence Basque translations. 

1 Introduction 

The Basque language, spoken in the Basque Autonomous Community, Navarre, 

and the three provinces (Labourd, Basse-Navarre, and Soule) located within the 

French department of the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, is a minority language, not only 

due to the small number of speakers, but also because of the power relationships 

between the languages that coexist (i.e., the relationship between Spanish/

French and Basque is not an equal, but a diglossic one), and this influences, 

among other things, translation activity in the Basque Country. The number of 

indirect translations made through Spanish versions instead of original (in this 

case, German) versions is, for instance, an obvious consequence, as will be 

shown later in this paper. At the level of language, Altzibar et al. (2011: 2) also 

mention that “Basque is currently undergoing a process of unification, standard-

isation, and adaptation to new uses. However, the influence of Spanish and 
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French, especially through calque, is having an almost decisive influence on this 

process of renovation.” 

Indeed, “[i]n the last 30 years there has been an intense normalization effort 

in defining a unified form of Basque and in modernizing the language, as well as 

in extending its use from everyday affairs to high culture and science” (Uribarri 

2011: 248). Although Basque has existed for centuries in many different dialects, 

the standard form, Euskara Batua, has a very short history of around 50 years, 

and its written literary tradition is short as well. The academic research on trans-

lation from/into Basque is very recent (Barambones Zubiria et al. 2015: 123); alt-

hough authors have been compiling collections of Basque idioms and proverbs 

since the 16th century, not many researchers have devoted time and effort to the 

scientific study of phraseological Basque units. 

From a contemporary and academic perspective, Aierbe (2008) analyzed the 

translation of phraseological units into Basque in administrative texts. An inter-

esting conclusion she draws is the lack of fixation on the Basque language and 

phraseology, not only in the standard language, but also in specialized texts due 

to the fact that, as mentioned before, standard Basque was only recently estab-

lished and because of the sociolinguistic situation of the language. 

It has also been mentioned that another consequence of the diglossic situa-

tion of the Basque language is the creation and use of calques from other lan-

guages, namely Spanish and French. Some of these calques are collected on the 

webpage Kalkoen Behatokia1 (“Observatory of Linguistic Calques”), where there 

is a special section on phraseological calques. During the last few years, members 

of this project have published papers on the use of phraseological calques in the 

Basque media (Alberdi et al. 2011), the use of collocations in the media (Altzibar 

2004), Basque collocations (Altzibar et al. 2011), and Basque idioms (Altzibar and 

Bilbao 2016). 

In the field of Natural Language Processing, within the IXA research group at 

the University of the Basque Country, authors such as Urizar (2012), Gurrutxaga 

(2014) and Iñurrieta et al. (2016) have worked on the automatic processing of 

Basque idioms and collocations. 

Within Translation Studies, the author of this paper presented her PhD thesis 

(Sanz-Villar 2015) on the translation of phraseological units in the language com-

bination of German-Spanish-Basque based on a parallel and multilingual corpus 

of literary texts. The analysis was limited to specific somatic phraseological units 

and binomials. The aim of the present article is to continue contributing to the 

field of Basque phraseological research from a translational perspective. For that 

|| 
1 http://www.ehu.eus/en/web/eins/kalkoen-behatokia, accessed March 28, 2018. 
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purpose, in the following section, the object of study will be presented: a specific 

type of phraseological unit, that is, Basque collocations formed by verbs and on-

omatopoeia, i.e. words with a more or less direct relationship between sound and 

meaning. Then, from a methodological perspective, the focus will be on the com-

pilation of the corpus from which these collocations were extracted, and on the 

automatic extraction of these patterns. Once the collocations to be analyzed are 

selected and extracted, the translation analysis will be conducted and the author 

will conclude with some final remarks. 

2 Basque Collocations Formed by Onomatopoeia 

and Verbs 

Two approaches are usually distinguished when defining the boundaries of phra-

seology: the linguistic or phraseological approach and the statistical approach 

(Gurrutxaga 2014: 15). The former understands phraseology as a continuum with 

fixed phraseological units at the one end and flexible constructions at the other. 

The relation between the elements that constitute the phraseological unit is de-

termined by their syntactic relationship and not the distance between them. Ac-

cording to Bernardini (2007: 1), “[p]hraseological approaches attempt to tell col-

locations apart from free combinations on the one hand, and from other lexical 

restriction phenomena on the other.” At the same time, within the statistical ap-

proach, distance or window span plays a very important role as well as the co-

occurrence between the elements. As stated by Moon (1998: 26), “[c]ollocation 

typically denotes frequently repeated or statistically significant co-occurrences, 

whether or not there are any special semantic bonds between collocating items.” 

Word combinations are extracted from corpora and can be located in a continuum 

that goes from Sinclair’s (1987) idiom principle to the open choice principle. Here, 

the concept of collocation is central because collocations are more frequent in the 

use of language than idioms. 

Following the linguistic or phraseological approach, Altzibar et al. (2011) pre-

sented a taxonomy of Basque collocations (the first and only one to the author’s 

knowledge) based on the well-known classification proposed by Corpas Pastor 

(1996) for Spanish. According to their morphosyntactic structure, Basque collo-

cations are divided into three main classes: noun-based, adjective-based, and ad-

verb-based. At the same time, each of them is made up of several subclasses. 

Among the adverb-based collocations, in the framework of this study the focus 

will be on one specific subclass, namely the type of collocations that are made up 
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of an instance of onomatopoeia (in adverbial function) and a verb, such as dinbi-

danba jo [to hit repeatedly, to fire a shot, to toll a bell], zanga-zanga edan [to drink 

with large gulps or with great desire], or tipi-tapa joan [to march/walk step by 

step], as exemplified in Altzibar et al. (2011: 10).2 A conclusion drawn by the au-

thors of the paper indicates that “an important number of the morphosyntactic 

patterns of Basque collocations are different to the Romance languages of the re-

gion” (Altzibar et al. 2011: 11). The collocation type “onomatopoeia + verb” is 

mentioned as one of those different patterns. Apart from this feature, it is worth 

mentioning that there is a large number of them in not only everyday but also 

educated language. 

According to Ibarretxe-Antuñano (2006), the linguistic study of onomato-

poeia has long been neglected. However, studies on onomatopoeia carried out in 

different languages have shown that they constitute an essential part of a lan-

guage and that they are of considerable importance in terms of quantity.3 Basque 

onomatopoeia are characterized by three features: total or partial reduplication, 

the use of unusual phonological and prosodic elements (for instance, -dz), and 

the association of certain sounds with certain meanings (Ibarretxe-Antuñano 

2006: 151). According to Ibarretxe-Antuñano, the former feature does not appear 

very often in other European languages, but it is one of the most used strategies 

in Basque (not only with regard to onomatopoeia but also as a mechanism to ex-

press emphasis). 

From a morphosyntactic point of view, different grammatical categories can 

be found (nouns, adverbs, verbs, adjectives, interjections) among Basque ono-

matopoeia, and, due to the fact that in Basque it is quite easy to create new words 

through derivation and composition, it is not unusual for new words to be created 

based on onomatopoeia (Ibarretxe-Antuñano 2006: 153). Semantically, they are 

mainly used in the following semantic fields: actions and activities, animals, 

plants, atmospheric phenomena, musical instruments, physical and mental fea-

tures, tools, things, child language, large quantities, nature, and sexual terms. 

The first group is the largest among Basque onomatopoeia, and is divided into 

|| 
2 Ibarretxe-Antuñano (2006: 153), making reference to Etxepare (2003), refers to this type of col-

location as “complex predicates” and adds that they are very common in languages with ono-

matopoeia. She also mentions that the verbs accompanying the onomatopoeia are usually “dum-

my verbs”, i.e., verbs such as (to) make, (to) say, (to) think, and so on. Therefore, it is not the 

verb but the onomatopoeia that provides the real meaning of the construction (Ibarretxe-Antu-

ñano 2012: 150–151). 

3 Referring to Basque, Schuchardt (1925: 18), for instance, says that “das Baskische ist sehr reich 

an deutlichen Schallworten”, emphasizing the abundance of onomatopoetic constructions in 

Basque. 
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different categories: motion, communication, light, sound, beverage/food, de-

struction, hitting, boiling, emotions, body functions, and others (Ibarretxe-Antu-

ñano 2012: 152–160). 

The main limitation of Ibarretxe-Antuñano and Martinez Lizarduikoa (2006) 

is that it does not reflect the real use of these constructions, the onomatopoeia, 

since all the examples are extracted from different dictionaries and collections 

containing Basque multiword expressions.4 Ibarretxe-Antuñano also concludes 

that studies regarding the translation of onomatopoeia constitute a field that re-

quires further research in the future (Ibarretxe-Antuñano 2012: 171). This paper 

intends to make a contribution to filling this gap by analyzing the use of colloca-

tions formed by onomatopoeia in children’s and adult literature texts translated 

from German into Basque. 

3 Compilation and Features of the Corpus 

In order to conduct such an analysis, it was first necessary to compile a corpus 

consisting of German-into-Basque literary translations. For that purpose, the fol-

lowing steps were taken: the creation and description of a catalog consisting of 

literary texts that have been translated in the language combination German-

Basque, specification of the criteria for selection of the texts that would be part of 

the corpus, and (once the texts were selected) digitization, cleaning, tagging, 

aligning, and uploading the texts to a database. 

The catalog, known as Aleuska, which was updated until 2013, includes 710 

entries that can be divided into different text types: theater (1%), essay (8%), 

adult literature (8%), poetry5 (20%), and children’s literature (63%). The first de-

cision in the selection of the texts was based on this distribution: Children’s liter-

ature (CL) texts and adult literature (AL) texts were included in the corpus on the 

basis of their representativeness in the catalog. The chronological factor was an-

other aspect that was taken into account when defining the selection criteria. In 

the catalog, as far as AL and CL texts are concerned, the number of translations 

published starts increasing from the year 1980 onwards. For this reason, the texts 

included in the corpus are translations published from that year on. In addition, 

|| 
4 However, in the paper from 2012, Ibarretxe-Antuñano includes a section about the pragmatic 

functions of Basque onomatopoeia, and in this section the reader can find how these construc-

tions are used in different contexts, such as oral literature, poetry, comics, and advertising. 

5 Regarding poetry, it has to be mentioned that many entries in the Aleuska catalog consist of 

single poems. 
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the CL-AL sub-catalog includes texts by 126 different German authors and 127 dif-

ferent translators. Thus, source and target author diversity was another criterion 

to be considered when selecting the texts. The final factor that needs to be men-

tioned is the mode of translation; in other words, the fact that the CL and AL texts 

of the Aleuska catalog were identified as direct translations made from the Ger-

man source text or as indirect translations carried out from an intermediary text 

(most of the time the Spanish version) was of great importance (not only for the 

compilation of the corpus but also for the translation analysis). 

To sum up, the corpus is made up of 24 CL texts and 24 AL texts, which rep-

resents around 3.5 million words. As for author diversity, works from 30 different 

German authors and 28 different translators were selected; regarding the mode 

of translation, there are 34 direct translations and 14 indirect translations. With 

reference to this last feature, it is important to bear in mind that they should be 

regarded as assumed direct and indirect translations, since it was not always easy 

to obtain this information from the catalog. 

For the compilation of the corpus, a tool called TAligner was used. The latest 

versions of this program were developed within the TRALIMA/ITZULIK research 

group6 at the University of the Basque Country, and one of its strong points is that 

it allows the simultaneous alignment of not only two but various texts. This op-

tion was an indispensable condition for the compilation of the present corpus—

indispensable in order to be able to align the indirect translations with their 

source and intermediary texts. 

After all the bi- and tri-texts had been digitized, they were cleaned, tagged, 

and aligned. It can clearly be observed in Figure 17 that the tool contains all these 

functions—limpiar (clean), etiquetar (tag), and alinear (align)—and that it allows 

the simultaneous alignments of numerous texts, three in this case: 

|| 
6 The website of the research group can be accessed via this link: https://www.ehu.eus/en/ 

web/tralimaitzulik/home, accessed March 28, 2018. 

7 Figures 1 and 2 represent the latest version of the tool, known as TAligner 3.0. 
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Fig. 1: Functions of the program TAligner 3.0 

Once all the texts are aligned, the user can make queries by using the option Con-

sultar Corpus. The example in figure 2, for instance, shows the search for the 

Basque collocation kar-kar egin [to laugh] in the corpus. In this case, the author 

was querying the whole corpus, but since metadata, such as author’s name, 

translator, genre, and so on, was introduced when tagging the texts, the queries 

can be limited to words or word combinations in certain texts translated by cer-

tain translators or texts written by certain authors, just to mention some possibil-

ities. 

Fig. 2: Querying the corpus with the program TAligner 3.0 

4 Extraction of Potential Collocations 

The aim is to extract specific grammatical patterns from the corpus that may con-

stitute collocations. For this purpose, it is necessary to tag the corpus at a part-of-

speech (POS) level. This task was performed with the help of a Natural Language 
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Processing tool called IXA pipes8 and developed at the University of the Basque 

Country by members of the IXA research group (Agerri et al. 2014). Although this 

tool allows texts to be tagged at different levels, the annotation options used in 

the present case were tokenization, lemmatization, and POS tagging. As for the 

process, only the TXT files of each text need to be annotated—the Basque target 

texts in this case—and the tool will provide the user with an output file in NAF 

format for each file that is tokenized, lemmatized, and tagged at the POS level. 

To conduct the extraction of the potential collocations, a toolkit called Foma 

(Hulden 2009) was employed. Created by Mans Hulden, it is a free and open-

source tool, and may be used to satisfy different goals within Natural Language 

Processing. For the purposes of the present study, a code to extract user-defined 

grammatical patterns based on the information of the NAF tagged files was de-

fined9 and then processed with Foma.  

The number of patterns extracted was very large (48,296), a result which was 

expected considering the widespread use of these patterns as well as the size of 

the corpus. However, advantage was taken of a special feature of the Basque on-

omatopoeia under study: The fact that they contain a hyphen in the onomato-

poeia part of the word combination helped reduce the initial list to 2,617 patterns. 

Then, with the help of a number of Unix commands (sed, egrep, and so on) and 

some manual work, unnecessary combinations were removed10 and a list of 428 

patterns was compiled. Many of those combinations were partial or total redupli-

cations that do not constitute onomatopoeia. As mentioned in Ibarretxe-Antu-

ñano (2012: 138), reduplications, constituting onomatopoeia or not, are a fre-

quently employed resource in Basque. From the 428 patterns, 147 different types 

were manually identified as potential collocations.  

Since many of those 147 patterns occur in the corpus several times, it was 

decided to limit the study to those patterns that, according to the semantic clas-

sification mentioned in section 2, represent the largest group among Basque on-

omatopoeia: the ones that describe the semantic field of actions and activities. 

All in all, 66 types and 162 tokens were selected and queried for the subsequent 

translation analysis. 

|| 
8 http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/ixa-pipes/, accessed March 28, 2018. 

9 I hereby thank the member of the IXA research group Iñaki Alegria for helping me to write the 

code. 

10  Many of them constituted compounds, such as gutun-azala ireki [to open the envelope] and 

were easy to identify and exclude from potential collocations. Many other results indicated that 

unnecessary spaces were added between the constituents of a compound, and thus, only a part 

of the compound was extracted. For instance, in monopoly-jolastu [to play Monopoly], the word 

game or something similar is missing. 
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The ascription of semantic fields to the patterns found in the corpus was not 

always straightforward. While in some cases there was no doubt about the cate-

gory a specific collocation belonged to (for instance, mauka-mauka jan, dir-dir 

egin11), other cases (such as, plisti-plasta egin12) were more controversial. Be that 

as it may, it is worth mentioning that the largest semantic field, in terms of occur-

rences, was the field expressing motion, with 44 occurrences. In fact, as for the 

group of onomatopoeia describing motion, Ibarretxe-Antuñano (2012: 153) men-

tions that it is one of the largest in Basque: “El grupo de las onomatopeyas que 

describen el movimiento es uno de los más numerosos en euskera.” 

Analyzing the verbs that accompany the onomatopoeia, it may be concluded 

that the most usual by far is the above-mentioned “dummy verb” egin [to do; to 

make] with 88 occurrences, followed by the verb joan [to go] with 14 occurrences. 

Thus, in the case of those dummy verbs, as mentioned in Ibarretxe-Antuñano 

(2012: 150–151), the onomatopoeia is the component providing the real meaning 

of the construction. 

5 Translation Analysis 

During the extraction of the collocations and the translation analysis, the main 

focus was on the target texts and culture, which is in line with the target-oriented 

approach established within Descriptive Translation Studies (Toury 2012). In 

other words, the queries were made based on the Basque target texts, and thus 

the Basque translations and their cultural context served as the starting point. 

Then, the target texts’ outputs were compared to their German (and Spanish) 

source texts, and the following translation options were identified: 

– No PU-Collocation: The counterpart of the Basque collocation is not a PU in 

the German source text; it is usually a single verb.  

– Collocation-Collocation: A German collocation has been translated with an-

other collocation in the Basque target text. 

– Idiom-Collocation: The German equivalent of the Basque collocation is an id-

iom. 

|| 
11 Mauka-mauka jan means ‘to eat voraciously, greedily’ and dir-dir egin ‘to shine; to sparkle; 

to gleam; to glitter’, and they clearly belong to the semantic groups beverage/food and light. 

12 In plisti-plasta egin, the word plisti-plasta is the onomatopoeia of splashing water. Due to the 

sound created through the action of splashing water, it was ascribed to the semantic group of 

sound, but it may also belong to the semantic field expressing motion. 
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– Ø-Collocation: There is no counterpart in the German source text for the 

Basque collocation; the Basque collocation is an addition. 

The examples in table 1 may serve for a better understanding of each of the trans-

lation options explained above: 

Tab. 1: Examples of the different translation options found in the corpus 

Source Text Target Text Translation Option 

1. Ein gigantischer Fluss schlängelt 

sich behäbig seinen Weg. (HLJde)13 

[A gigantic river meanders its way 

slowly.14] 

Ibai ikaragarri handi batek bere 

bideari jarraitzen dio astiro-astiro, 

sigi-saga eginez. (HLJeu)15 [A gigan-

tic river follows its way slowly, zig-

zagging.] 

No PU-Collocation 

2. […] Franz geht mit kleinen Schrit-

ten und weiß: (BAde)16 [Franz walks 

in small steps and knows:] 

[…] Franz tipi-tapa doa eta badaki: 

(BAeu)17 [Franz walks pitter-patter 

and knows:] 

Collocation-Collo-

cation 

3. Das schwammige Weib lachte 

aus vollem Hals. (BAde) [The 

spongy woman laughed loudly.] 

Andre puztuak kar-kar egin zuen 

barre. (BAeu) [The swollen woman 

laughed loudly.] 

Idiom-Collocation 

4. Es gibt auch unter uns Zöglingen 

etwas wie einen aus Luft und Nichts 

herausgegriffenen Zeitungen-

klatsch. (JGde)18 [There is also 

something like newspaper gossip 

plucked out of the air and nothing 

among us pupils.] 

Ikasleon artean ere badabil zerbait, 

airetik eta hutsetik bolo-bolo 

zabaltzen diren egunkarietako hizki-

mizkien antzekorik. (JGeu)19 [There is 

also something among us pupils, 

similar to the newspaper gossip that 

extends everywhere, plucked out of 

the air and nothing.] 

Ø-Collocation 

 

|| 
13 Knister (2003): Hexe Lilli auf der Jagd nach dem verlorenen Schatz. Würzburg: Arena. 

14 All English translations are by the author of the paper. They are intended to show the literal 

meaning of the examples. 

15 Knister (2003): Kika Supersorgina altxorraren bila. Bilbao: Gero (translator: Iñaki Aristondo). 

16 Döblin, Alfred (1929): Berlin Alexanderplatz. Berlin: Fischer. 

17 Döblin, Alfred (1929): Berlin Alexanderplatz. Berlin: Fischer (translator: Anton Garikano). 

18 Walser, Robert (1909): Jakob von Gunten. Berlin: Cassirer. 

19 Walser, Robert (2005): Jakob von Gunten. Donostia: Erein (translator: Edorta Matauko). 
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The first example shows how the equivalent of the German verb sich schlängeln 

(‘to meander’) and the Spanish verb serpentear is a collocation made up of the 

onomatopoeia sigi-saga [zigzag] and the verb egin [to make; to do]. The fact that 

a reduplication (astiro-astiro, ‘slowly’) appears in the same sentence in Basque 

makes this example even more interesting because it shows (together with other 

examples that were found in the corpus but cannot be mentioned in this paper 

due to space constraints) that not only onomatopoeia but also reduplications are 

a widespread resource in Basque, as mentioned in section 2. The translation of 

the German collocation mit kleinen Schritten gehen [to walk in small steps], as 

identified in the online collocation dictionary compiled by Häcki Buhofer et al. 

(2014)20, is the Basque collocation tipi-tapa joan [to walk pitter-patter]. In the third 

example, the German idiom aus vollem Hals [loudly] is translated with the Basque 

collocations kar-kar barre egin [to laugh loudly]. In the last case, it can be ob-

served that there is no counterpart for the Basque onomatopoeia bolo-bolo [eve-

rywhere] and that it rather serves to intensify the meaning of the two phraseolog-

ical units aus dem Nichts [out of nothing] and aus der Luft gegriffen sein [some-

thing that is plucked out of the air]. 

The distribution of the above-mentioned translation options across the dif-

ferent subcorpora—children’s literature direct translations (CL DI), adult litera-

ture direct translations (AL DI), children’s literature indirect translations (CL 

INDI), and adult literature indirect translations (AL INDI)—is presented in tables 

2 and 3. Before giving any interpretation of the figures, it is important to mention 

that the different subcorpora are not equal in size. The largest is AL DI (1,708,825 

words), followed by CL DI (809,301 words); AL INDI (547,773 words) and CL INDI 

(463,634 words) are significantly smaller compared to the former. Therefore, it 

cannot be concluded that more collocations formed by onomatopoeia and a verb 

have been extracted from the AL DI subcorpus. Rather, the main conclusion that 

can be drawn from the figures in tables 2 and 3 is the predominance of the trans-

lation option No PU-Collocation in all subcorpora, and consequently the sporadic 

occurrence of the rest of the translation options. 

  

|| 
20 http://www.kollokationenwoerterbuch.ch/web/, accessed March 28, 2018. 
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Tab. 2: Distribution of translation options across subcorpora (raw numbers) 

 
CL DI AL DI CL INDI AL INDI Total

No PU-Collocation 46 72 16 10 144

Collocation-Collocation 2 6 1 0 9

Idiom-Collocation 1 4 1 1 7

Ø-Collocation 0 1 0 1 2

 
49 83 18 12 162

Tab. 3: Distribution of translation options across subcorpora (in percentages) 

 
CL DI AL DI CL INDI AL INDI Total

No PU-Collocation 93.88 86.75 88.89 83.33 88.89

Collocation-Collocation 4.08 7.23 5.56 0.00 5.56

Idiom-Collocation 2.04 4.82 5.56 8.33 4.32

Ø-Collocation 0.00 1.20 0.00 8.33 1.23

 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

 

Next, it is intended to go beyond these general figures and focus on the nuances 

of the different translation options as well as other interesting features observed 

during the translation analysis. 

5.1 No PU-Collocation 

Despite the undeniable predominance of this translation option, it is necessary 

to mention that it is not a homogeneous group and that it deserves more detailed 

attention. In some cases, for instance, there is no phraseological unit in the Ger-

man source text, but instead verbs with a more or less evident onomatopoetic 

origin can be found, such as schwabbeln [to wobble], plappern [to chatter], kitzeln 

[to tickle], plantschen [to splash], scheppern [to rattle], brummen [to grumble], 

knurren [to growl], and so on. In the first example, extracted from an adult litera-

ture text, to express that Mieze is chattering, in the original text the verb plappern 

is used, and in the Basque text the onomatopoeia tar-tar, together with the 

dummy verb esan [to say], is employed. The second example is from a children’s 
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literature text, and the Basque onomatopoeia mar-mar egin was selected as a 

counterpart of the German onomatopoetic verb brummen. 

Tab. 4: The use of verbs of onomatopoetic origin in the source texts 

Source Text Target Text 

1. Und Mieze sitzt auf, faßt ihren Franz um und 

sieht ihm wonnig ins Gesicht und plappert so 

lauter süßen Quatsch und bettelt und bettelt: 

(BAde) [And Mieze sits up, takes her Franz and 

looks him in the face with delight and chat-

ters, saying nothing but sweet nonsense and 

begs and begs.] 

Eta Miezek bizkarra tentetu, besarkatu bere 

Franz eta begiratzen dio aurpegira bozkariotsu 

eta tar-tar esaten dizkio sekulako txorakeria 

goxoak eta arren eta arren: (BAeu) [And Mieze 

stiffens her back, hugs her Franz and looks at 

his face with joy and does not stop telling him 

some incredible sweet nonsense and begs and 

begs.] 

2. “Ja, ja”, brummte Tobi, der sich mindestens 

fünf Jahre zu alt für eine Holzeisenbahn fühlte. 

(SLHde)21 [“Yes, yes,” grumbled Tobi, who felt 

at least five years too old for a wooden train.] 

“Bai, bai”, mar-mar egin zuen Tobik, zeini 

zurezko trenekin jostatzeko gutxienez bost 

urte zaharregia zela iruditzen zitzaion. 

(SLHeu)22 [“Yes, yes,” grumbled Tobi, who felt 

at least five years too old to play with a 

wooden train.] 

 

On other occasions, there is not just one verb, but two (of onomatopoetic or non-

onomatopoetic origin) in the German source text, and the translators decided to 

use a collocation with onomatopoeia in the Basque target texts. Two different ex-

amples can be found in table 5: In the first example, the meaning of the German 

verbs rappeln und rattern [to rattle] is represented by the Basque word combina-

tion triki-traka ibili [to clatter], while in the second example, the above-men-

tioned verb plappern is repeated twice. The Basque translator decided to tripli-

cate23 the onomatopoeia by using tar-tar-tar, thus emphasizing that she does no-

thing but chatter. 

|| 
21 Sommer-Bodenburg, Angela (1991): Schokolowski. Lustig ist das Hundeleben. Munich: Ber-

telsmann. 

22 Sommer-Bodenburg, Angela (1996): Txokoloski. Dibertigarria da txakurren bizitza. Bilbao: 

Desclée de Brouwer (translator: Edurne Azkue). 

23 Ibarretxe Antuñano (2012: 138) refers to this structural feature as triplicación total or total 

triplication. 
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Tab. 5: The use of two verbs of onomatopoetic origin in the source texts 

Source Text Target Text 

1. Neben ihm rappelte und ratterte schon der 

Kompressor. (JVde)24 [Beside him, the com-

pressor was already rattling.] 

Ondoan konpresorea triki-traka zarataka ze-

bilen jada. (JVeu)25 [Beside the compressor was 

already clattering.] 

2. Sie plappert, plappert, legt den Kopf um 

seinen Hals, […]. (BAde) [She chatters, chat-

ters, puts her head around his neck.] 

Tar-tar-tar ari da, jarri du burua mutilaren 

lepoan, […]. (BAeu) [She does not stop talking, 

puts her head on the boy’s neck.] 

 

In many cases, the most natural, direct, and straightforward correspondent of the 

German verb is the collocation with onomatopoeia, but in other cases, the Basque 

translation option seems more phraseological or expressive than the original. As 

can be seen in table 6, the first example is extracted from an indirect translation. 

Both the German and Spanish texts contain a single verb (trinken, beber, ‘to 

drink’), while the translator in the Basque version, with the use of the onomato-

poeia, describes more exhaustively how the drinking is performed: zanga-zanga 

[in gulps]. A very similar situation can be observed in the second example: The 

equivalent for the German verb essen [to eat] is not just the Basque verb jan, but 

it describes how the fish is being eaten by Jasper: mauka-mauka [voraciously, 

greedily]. 

Tab. 6: Examples of more phraseological or expressive options in the target texts 

Source Text Intermediary Text Target Text 

1. Er schimpft, reißt den Kühl-

schrank auf, schnappt sich 

das Mineralwasser und trinkt 

direkt aus der Flasche. (HLJde) 

[He scolds, tears open the 

fridge, grabs the mineral water 

and drinks directly from the 

bottle.] 

Dani abre la nevera de golpe y 

bebe directamente de la 

botella de agua mineral. 

(HLJes) [Dani opens the fridge 

at once and drinks directly 

from the bottle of mineral wa-

ter.] 

Danik hozkailua kolpetik ireki 

eta ur minerala zanga-zanga 

edaten du botilatik bertatik. 

(HLJeu) [Dani opens the fridge 

at once and drinks in gulps the 

mineral water directly from the 

bottle.] 

|| 
24 Massanek, Joachim (2003): Juli, die Viererkettte. Frankfurt am Main: Baumhaus. 

25 Massanek, Joachim (2010): Juli, defensa onena. Bilbao: Gero (translator: Nuria Sebrango). 
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Source Text Intermediary Text Target Text 

2. Jasper fanden wir bei Mama 

in der Küche. Er aß den ges-

tern verschmähten Tiefkühl-

fisch. (DAKde)26 [We found Jas-

per in the kitchen with mum. 

He ate the yesterday spurned 

frozen fish.] 

 Jasper, amarekin sukaldean 

aurkitu genuen, bezperan nahi 

izan ez zuen arraina mauka-

mauka jaten. (DAKeu)27 [We 

found Jasper in the kitchen 

with mum, eating voraciously 

the fish he did not want yes-

terday.] 

 

The following translation options in the Basque target texts extracted from indi-

rect translations could be described as more phraseological if the original Ger-

man text and the Basque translation were compared, but it is obvious from look-

ing at the intermediary versions that the Basque translation has been influenced 

by the Spanish version. In the first example, the sun rests [ruhen] in the German 

text, while in the Spanish and Basque versions it sparkles [centellear, diz-diz 

egin]. In the second example, the path leads [führen] somewhere in the German 

original text, and in the Spanish and Basque versions it meanders or zigzags [ser-

pentear, sigi-sagan igaro]. 

Tab. 7: Examples of the influence of the intermediary texts on the Basque translations 

Source Text Intermediary Text Target Text 

1. Wenn das liebe Tal um mich 

dampft, und die hohe Sonne an 

der Oberfläche der undurch-

dringlichen Finsternis meines 

Waldes ruht, und nur einzelne 

Strahlen sich in das innere Hei-

ligtum stehlen […]. (DLWde)28 

[When the dear valley steams 

around me, and the high sun 

rests on the surface of the im-

Cuando el valle se vela en 

torno mío con un encaje de 

vapores; cuando el sol de 

mediodía centellea sobre la 

impenetrable sombra de mi 

bosque sin conseguir otra 

cosa que filtrar entre las ho-

jas algunos rayos hasta el 

fondo del santuario; 

Harana nire gainean lur-

rinezko mihiztaduraz bar-

randatzen denean; eguerdiko 

eguzkiak nire basoaren ger-

izpe sarkaitzaren gainean, 

hostoen artean eta san-

tutegiko ostalderaino izpi 

batzu iraiztea baino lortu ez 

dela, diz-diz egiten duenean; 

|| 
26 Nöstlinger, Christine (1982): Das Austauschkind. Weinheim: Beltz & Gelberg. 

27 Nöstlinger, Christine (1991): Ingeles bat etxean. Lizarra: Elkar (translator: Xabier Mendigu-

ren). 

28 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (1774): Die Leiden des jungen Werther. Leipzig: Weygand. 
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Source Text Intermediary Text Target Text 

penetrable darkness of my for-

est, and only single rays steal 

into the inner sanctum.] 

 

(DLWes)29 [When the valley 

veils around me with a lace 

of vapors; when the midday 

sun sparkles on the impene-

trable shadow of my forest, 

achieving nothing but filter-

ing some rays through the 

leaves to the bottom of the 

sanctuary.] 

(DLWeu)30 [When the valley 

lurks over me with a lace of 

steam; when the midday sun 

sparkles on the impenetrable 

shadow of my forest, achiev-

ing nothing but filtering some 

rays through the leaves and to 

the sanctuary’s heaven.] 

2. Dieser Weg, der direkte Weg 

nach Napoule, führte an den 

Ausläufern des Tanneron ent-

lang durch die Flußsenken von 

Frayere und Siagne. (DPGMde)31 

[This path, the direct path to Na-

poule, led along the foothills of 

the Tanneron through the river 

valleys of the Frayere and the 

Siagne.] 

Este camino, el camino 

directo a Napoule, 

serpenteaba por las 

estribaciones del Tanneron, 

cruzando las cuencas de 

Frayére y Siagne. 

(DPGMes)32 [This path, the 

direct path to Napoule, me-

andered through the foot-

hills of the Tanneron, 

through the basins of the 

Frayere and the Siagne.] 

Bide hura, La Napoulera 

zuzenean zihoan bidea, sigi-

sagan igarotzen zen Tan-

neronen oinetik, Frayere eta 

Siagne ibaien arroetan bar-

rena. (DPGMeu)33 [This path, 

the direct path to Napoule, 

zigzagged through the foot-

hills of the Tanneron, through 

the basins of the Frayere and 

Siagne rivers.] 

5.2 Collocation-Collocation 

A special case of this translation option is represented by the example in table 8. 

The Basque children’s literature text has been translated indirectly through the 

Spanish text. However, in this case, the collocation is found in the German text 

(laut klopfen, ‘to knock loudly’) and not in the Spanish text, where a single verb 

has been used (dar, ‘to knock’). Thus, given the indirect character of the Basque 

translation, it may be argued that, with the use of the word combination kaska-

kaska jo [to tap] as an equivalent of the Spanish verb dar, a more phraseological 

target text is created. 

|| 
29 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (1835): Las desventuras del joven Werther. Barcelona: Apolo 

(translator: José -Mor de Fuentes). 

30 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von (1987): Werther. Donostia: Kriselu (translator: Gotzon Lobera). 

31 Süskind, Patrick (1985): Das Parfum. Zürich: Diogenes. 

32 Süskind, Patrick (1985): El perfume. Barcelona: Círculo de lectores (translator: Pilar Giralt). 

33 Süskind, Patrick (2007): Perfumea. Irun: Alberdania (translator: Miren Arratibel). 
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Tab. 8: Example of the translation option Collocation-Collocation in an indirect translation 

Source Text Intermediary Text Target Text 

denn ein Gast klopft laut mit 

dem Messer ans Glas und 

will zahlen. (EDde)34 [be-

cause a guest knocks loudly 

with the knife on his glass 

and wants to pay.] 

porque un parroquiano daba 

con el cuchillo en la copa como 

el que quiere pagar. (EDes) 

[because a customer knocks 

with the knife on his glass as if 

he wants to pay.] 

bezero bat, ordaindu nahi zue-

narena eginez, aiztoarekin ba-

soa jotzen ari bait zen kaska-

kaska. (EDeu) [because a cus-

tomer, as if he wanted to pay, 

was tapping his glass with the 

knife.] 

5.3 Idiom-Collocation 

In the example cited in table 9, which represents an indirect translation, the id-

iom is also found in the German source text (wie Kraut und Rüben liegen, ‘to be 

higgledy-piggledy’), and not in the intermediary text from which the Basque 

translation originates. However, since the meaning changes in the Spanish ver-

sion [to curl up] with respect to the original version, the Basque (which matches 

the meaning of the Spanish text) and German versions also differ semantically. 

Tab. 9: Example of the translation option Idiom-Collocation with a difference in meaning due to 

indirectness 

Source Text Intermediary Text Target Text 

Die Jungen warfen sich zu Bo-

den und lagen wie Kraut und 

Rüben durcheinander. (EDde) 

[The boys threw themselves to 

the ground and lay higgledy-

piggledy.] 

Y los chicos se tiraron al suelo 

y se quedaron muy 

acurrucaditos. (EDes)35 [And 

the boys threw themselves to 

the ground and they were very 

curled up.] 

Mutikoak etzan eta kuzkur-

kuzkur eginda geratu ziren. 

(EDeu)36 [The boys lay down 

and they were very curled 

up.] 

 

In the next and final example, however, idioms can be observed both in the orig-

inal and in the intermediary text: mit vollen Backen (verzehren) (‘to eat with 

|| 
34 Kästner, Erich (1929): Emil und die Detektive. Zurich: Atrium. 

35 Kästner, Erich (1967): Emilio y los detectives. Barcelona: Juventud (translator: José Fernán-

dez). 

36 Kästner, Erich (1991): Emilio eta detektibeak. Donostia: Elkar (translator: Tomás Sarasola). 
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stuffed cheeks’) and (devorar) a dos carrillos (‘gobble food down’). The Basque 

translator used a collocation formed by onomatopoeia and a verb (mauka-mauka 

jan, ‘to eat voraciously, greedily’) to represent the same meaning. 

Tab. 10: Example of the translation option Idiom-Collocation with no difference in meaning 

Source Text Intermediary Text Target Text 

[…] und, wenn sie das ge-

wünschte endlich erhaschen, 

es mit vollen Backen verzeh-

ren und rufen: “mehr!” 

(DLWde) [and when they fi-

nally catch what they desire, 

eat it with stuffed cheeks and 

shout: “more!”.] 

[…] cuando logran atrapar el 

manjar apetecido lo devoran a 

dos carrillos y gritan: “¡Más!” 

(DLWes) [and when they fi-

nally catch the desired deli-

cacy, they gobble it down and 

shout: “more!”.] 

[…] gura izandako jatena 

harrapatzen lor dezatenean 

mauka-mauka jan eta 

“gehiago” deiadar egiten 

dutenak direla. (DLWeu) [when 

they finally catch the desired 

delicacy, they are the ones who 

eat it voraciously and shout 

“more”.] 

6 Conclusions 

This paper has focused on specific phraseological units found in the Basque lan-

guage. Basque has a weak tradition of written literature and a short history of its 

standard variety, which coexists diglossically with other major languages and is 

still in the process of standardization. Given these features, it is understandable 

that there has been no systematic research in the field of Basque phraseology and 

that even less attention has been paid to the study of the translation of phraseo-

logical units from/into Basque. However, as presented in the introduction of this 

paper, there are some projects worth mentioning (Aierbe 2008; Sanz-Villar 2015; 

Iñurrieta et al. 2016), and the objective of the present article has been to make a 

further contribution toward research in this field. 

Altzibar et al. (2011) identified collocations formed by partially or totally re-

duplicated onomatopoeia and a verb as a special type of formulaic pattern in 

Basque, and the actual use of those collocations has been analyzed in this paper 

from a translational perspective. By doing so, we have encountered both theoret-

ical and methodological challenges since there was no similar previous study 

that would have served as a reference. From a theoretical perspective, it has not 

always been easy to identify the onomatopoeia part of the collocation as actual 

onomatopoeia or to establish the boundaries between collocations and free word 

combinations. In this sense, the onomatopoeia dictionary of Ibarretxe-Antuñano 
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and Martinez Lizarduikoa (2006) as well as Ibarretxe-Antuñano’s papers (2006, 

2012) on this topic were of great help and served as a constant reference.  

Methodologically, the first challenge was to create a corpus from scratch that 

would meet the requirements to conduct German-into-Basque translation anal-

yses of literary texts. Although at present there are a number of very diverse 

Basque corpora available to any user, the type of corpus we needed – a digitized, 

parallel, and multilingual corpus consisting of German original texts, intermedi-

ary versions in the case of indirect translations, and Basque target texts – not only 

needed to be built from scratch but also required creation of a specific tool,37 

which allowed for the simultaneous alignment of several texts. Due to the lack of 

precedent, another methodological challenge involved the extraction of the phra-

seological units under analysis. This was solved thanks to a lemmatization and 

POS-tagging tool developed by members of the IXA group that works, among oth-

ers, with Basque, and an open-source tool that requires some knowledge of com-

putational linguistics, but can be used with any language. The author is aware of 

the fact that the corpus probably contains more collocations formed by onomat-

opoeia that were not extracted using this method, because, for instance, the verb 

does not always appear right after the onomatopoeia. However, a great number 

of them were extracted, and this may be seen as a first attempt toward such an 

exhaustive analysis. 

The translation analysis has shown that, despite the predominance of the 

translation option No PU-Collocation, the nuances that are hidden behind it are 

of great significance from a translational point of view. Sometimes the use of the 

collocations seemed to be the most natural way of rendering the content of the 

source text in the target text, but at other times, as exemplified in table 6, the use 

of the Basque collocations resulted in a more phraseological text. When analyz-

ing somatic phraseological units (Sanz-Villar 2018), it was concluded that in the 

case of indirect translations there is “a tendency to deviate from the Spanish in-

termediary version and create more typical Basque texts.” The examples in tables 

6 and 8, as well as others that could not be presented in this paper, corroborate 

this hypothesis, but more examples should be analyzed. One thing is clear: dur-

ing the whole process, from the creation of the catalog to the translation analysis, 

it was crucial to take into account that indirect translations are a reality in Ger-

man-into-Basque translations. 

|| 
37 I hereby thank the computer technician Iñaki Albisua for his dedication to the alignment tool 

over the past years. 
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